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        Surveys help to monitor the condition of nature reserves and inform how BBOWT manages them. Photo by BBOWT


    





  

                  We have a bold vision of a wilder Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire.
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                  Get out in the fresh air and volunteer with BBOWT, take part in an event, or find out ways to help wildlife at home.
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        Pond dipping at Woolley Firs by Ric Mellis


    





  

                  Explore over 80 nature reserves, plan a walk or find our visitor and education centres.
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                  We have a vision of more nature everywhere. Contact us, meet the team, or read our blog and news.
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                  Nature is sending an SOS. Will you answer the call?
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            Autumn Statement undermines environment goals

        

        

    
    
        Government's renewed commitment to HS2 threatens its own pledges to restore nature.
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            Stronger protection for the environment moves closer in Environment Bill policy statement

        

        

    
    
        New Environment Bill policy statement from government includes measures called for by the Wildlife Trusts.
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            BBOWT dismayed at government's HS2 decision

        

        

    
    
        On behalf of all the wildlife that will be destroyed by HS2, we are dismayed that the Prime Minister has decided to give the go ahead to the environmentally disastrous project.
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            Local Wildlife Sites

        

        

    
    
        Local Wildlife Sites are special places recognised for having high wildlife value or containing rare or threatened habitats and species
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            BBOWT's response to HS2 clearance works at Calvert Jubilee

        

        

    
    
        We have met with representatives of HS2 to make it clear that the scale and timing of the works will have a devastating effect on wildlife and that BBOWT opposes the proposals as they stand.
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            BBOWT comments on HS2 Ltd's Green Corridor Vision

        

        

    
    
        The Berks, Bucks & Oxon Wildlife Trust welcomes the aspiration from HS2 Ltd to create a green corridor along the route of HS2, and we certainly hope that it will create more wildlife habitats…
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            BBOWT dismayed at HS2 destruction of Calvert Jubilee nature reserve

        

        

    
    
        We are dismayed to discover that HS2 are destroying parts of our precious Calvert Jubilee nature reserve.
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            Some protection reinstated for at-risk Local Wildlife Sites

        

        

    
    
        The Government has published a revised version of its National Planning Policy Framework which now includes some reinstated protection for Local Wildlife Sites following a campaign supported by 25…
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            BBOWT joined thousands speaking up for the environment

        

        

    
    
        BBOWT staff and volunteers were among thousands of people who travelled to Westminster for a historic natural environment and climate lobby with MPs outside Parliament
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            HS2 have taken over Calvert Jubilee

        

        

    
    
        BBOWT is devastated that High Speed 2 Ltd have now taken legal possession of a large section of our Calvert Jubilee Nature Reserve.
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            Thousands ask Prime Minister to stop and re-think HS2 

        

        

    
    
        High speed rail plans risk devastating environmental damage
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            UK's new Environment Act finally approved

        

        

    
    
        The Wildlife Trusts welcome the passing of the Environment Act, which will help the UK Government make significant progress in tackling the climate and nature crises.
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